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Unusable security & privacy

- Unpatched Windows machines compromised in minutes

- Phishing web sites increasing  by 28% each month

- Most PCs infected with spyware (avg. = 25)

- Users have more passwords than they can remember and practice
poor password security

- Enterprises store confidential information on laptops and mobile
devices that are frequently lost or stolen
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Grand Challenge

  “Give end-users
security controls they can understand

and privacy they can control for
the dynamic, pervasive computing

environments of the future.”

- Computing Research Association 2003
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Just work
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security/privacy researchers 
and system developers

human computer interaction researchers 
and usability professionals

Web 
standards

authors and
user agent
developers
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Symposium On Usable Privacy and Security
(SOUPS)

July 6-8, 2005
Pittsburgh, PA USA

http://cups.cs.cmu.edu/soups/

Mark your calendar

for SOUPS 2006 -

July 14-16 at CMU
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Agenda

1. Problems and approaches

2. Passwords

3. Symbols & metaphors

4. Rethinking cookies

5. Making Web privacy visible



Problems and
approaches

1.
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How do you stay safe
online?
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Advice



Experts recommend…
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POP!
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After installing all that
security and privacy

software
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Do you have any time left to
get any work done?



Secondary tasks
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Approaches to usable
security

- Make it “just work”
- Invisible security

- Make security/privacy understandable
- Make it visible

- Make it intuitive

- Use metaphors that users can relate to

- Train the user
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Firefox security assumptions

1. Users want to believe that their products are
keeping them secure.

2. Users do not want to be responsible for, nor
concern themselves with, their own security.

3. We know more about security than our users
do.

- Blake Ross     
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Make decisions

- Developers
should not
expect users to
make decisions
they themselves
can’t make



Present choices, not
dilemmas

- Chris Nodder
  (in charge of user
   experience for XP SP2)
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Passwords

2.
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Typical advice

- Pick a hard to guess password

- Don’t use it anywhere else

- Change it often

- Don’t write it down



What do users do when every
web site wants a password?
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   Bank =  b3aYZ
 Amazon  = aa66x!
Phonebill = p$2$ta1
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Password keeper software

- Run on PC or handheld

- Only remember one password
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Single sign-on

- Login once to get access to all
your passwords
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Biometrics
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Graphical passwords
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Rely on “forgotten
password” mechanism

- Email password or magic URL to
address on file

- Challenge questions
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Proposal

- Why not make this the normal
way to access infrequently used
sites?



Symbols &
Metaphors

3.
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Netscape SSL icons

Cookie flag

IE6 cookie flag
Firefox SSL icon
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Why do I use a key
rather than a pen to

make a digital signature?
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Privacy Bird icons

Privacy policy
matches user’s

privacy preferences

Privacy policy
does not

match user’s
privacy

preferences
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Rethinking cookies

4.
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Making Web
privacy visible

5.
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Privacy

“the claim of individuals… to
determine for themselves when, how,

and to what extent information
about them is communicated to

others.”
- Alan Westin, 1967
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Process

“Each individual is continually
engaged in a personal adjustment
process in which he balances the

desire for privacy with the desire for
disclosure and communication….”

- Alan Westin, 1967
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Web site privacy policies

- Many posted

- Few read



What if your browser
could read privacy
policies for you?
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Platform for Privacy
Preferences (P3P)

- 2002 W3C Recommendation

- XML format for Web
privacy policies

- Protocol enables clients
to locate and fetch
policies from servers
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P3P/XML encoding
<POLICIES xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/01/P3Pv1">
<POLICY discuri="http://p3pbook.com/privacy.html"
        name="policy">
  <ENTITY>
  <DATA-GROUP>
    <DATA
      ref="#business.contact-info.online.email">privacy@p3pbook.com
    </DATA>
    <DATA
      ref="#business.contact-info.online.uri">http://p3pbook.com/
    </DATA>
    <DATA ref="#business.name">Web Privacy With P3P</DATA>
  </DATA-GROUP>
  </ENTITY>
  <ACCESS><nonident/></ACCESS>
  <STATEMENT>
    <CONSEQUENCE>We keep standard web server logs.</CONSEQUENCE>
    <PURPOSE><admin/><current/><develop/></PURPOSE>
    <RECIPIENT><ours/></RECIPIENT>
    <RETENTION><indefinitely/></RETENTION>
    <DATA-GROUP>
       <DATA ref="#dynamic.clickstream"/>
       <DATA ref="#dynamic.http"/>
    </DATA-GROUP>
  </STATEMENT>
</POLICY>
</POLICIES>

P3P version

Location of
human-readable
privacy policy

P3P policy name

Site’s 
name
and
contact
info

Access disclosure

Statem
ent

Human-readable
explanation

How data may
be used

Data recipients

Data retention policy

Types of data collected
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P3P adoption

- Web site adoption as of May 2005
- 15% of top 2000 domains

- 21% of top 500 domains

- 29% of top 100 domains

- User agents
- Limited P3P functionality in IE6 and Navigator 7

- Other P3P user agents available
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AT&T Privacy Bird

- P3P user agent

- Free download
http://privacybird.com/

- Compares user
preferences
with P3P policies







Link to 
opt-out page



How can I find a site that
will protect my privacy?
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Wireless privacy

- Many users unaware that
communications over wireless
computer networks are not
private



Wall of sheep



Photo credit: Kyoorius @ techfreakz.org   http://www.techfreakz.org/defcon10/?slide=38

Defcon 2001



Photo credit: http://www.timekiller.org/gallery/DefconXII/photo0003

Defcon 2004
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Peripheral display

- Help users form more accurate
expectations of privacy

- Without making the problem
worse
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Experimental trial

- 11 subjects in student workspace

- Data collected by survey and traffic
analysis

- Did they refine their expectations of
privacy?
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Results

- No change in behavior

- Peripheral display raised privacy
awareness in student workspace

- But they didn’t really get it
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Privacy awareness increased

  “I feel like my information /activity /
privacy are not being protected ….
seems like someone can monitor or
get my information from my
computer, or even publish them.”
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But only while the display
was on

  “Now that words [projected on
the wall] are gone, I'll go back to
the same.”
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Questions to ask about a
security or privacy cue

-  Do users notice it?

- Do they know what it means?

- Do they know what they are supposed to do
when they see it?

- Will they actually do it?

- Will they keep doing it?
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Grand Challenge

  “Give end-users
security controls they can understand

and privacy they can control for
the dynamic, pervasive computing

environments of the future.”

- Computing Research Association 2003
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